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Enhancements and bug fixes

• The Research Suite branding has been updated to reflect Cayuse LLC, independent from Evisions Inc.

• Inadvertent double-clicking on the Add Note button in a Proposal’s Notes tab no longer creates duplicate notes.

• Inadvertent double-clicking on the Award Administration Attachment upload section no longer creates duplicate attachments.

• Inadvertent double clicking upon creating SP records (proposals, awards, projects) no longer creates duplicate records.
Enhancements and bug fixes

- When navigating away from the proposal budget page, user is no longer asked to save changes when no changes were made.
- Proposal load times are no longer increased due to SP and 424 pairing.
- Dates and times displayed in SP will now always be consistent with customer time zone.
- Adjusting the Project End Date on the Project General Info tab now appropriately updates the End Date in the header of the Project Record.
Enhancements and bug fixes

• Date selection has been improved throughout the application. Users now have the option to manually enter dates or select them from the calendar icon. The tool used to pick dates is now the same for all applications: SP, Backbone, and Workflow.

• The Proposal delete button was moved to reduce unintended deletions.
Research Suite View

Version 3.5.2

Version 3.8
3.8 DRA Dashboard
Department Admin
3.8 Proposals in my Unit
Proposal in my Unit, cont.

- More information on the proposal sub headers were added to provide a better overview of key proposal information and align displayed information between the proposal, award, and project. The following fields were added: Admin Unit, Prime Sponsor, Instrument Type, Project Begin and End Dates, Total Proposed Amount. Proposal and Contract Specialists are now displayed together as a list of Specialists to accommodate newly added information.
3.8 Proposal header
3.8 Awards in My Unit

- More information is displayed in the record header in Award Administration Screen to reduce the number clicks needed to find key information.
  The following fields were added: Admin Unit, Instrument Type, Sponsor, Prime Sponsor, Award Begin and End Dates. Primary Admin Contact was removed. The Copy Award link was moved to a button at the bottom of the tab next to the other action buttons.
3.8 Award admin screen
3.8 Awards in My Unit
3.8 Project Admin Screen

- Information on the Project Header was re-arranged to better align with information on the Proposal and Award Headers. Sponsor, Prime Sponsor, Admin Unit, and Instrument Type were added to the header and Account Manager was removed.
3.8 Project Admin Screen
3.8 Export CVS reports in proposals and awards
Cayuse Support

• For technical issues in Cayuse SP or Cayuse 424 please send an email to cayusesupport@ucmerced.edu, visit our website cayuse.ucmerced.edu or call 209-326-2923.